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How to use Oblic?

Three important things to begin...
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Working at a plan level...

 This is the predetermined list of words where you can
 choose the one you want to use for the defect you

are loading.

 So we begin working in a plan. The first thing is to tap on
 the plan to make appear a new pin. You can make the
 black line of the pin longer by holding the head pin and

 moving it. You can move this pin wherever you want, so
place it where the defect is.

 The defect icon will be active and a list of different values
 will be displayed.

 The defect will be based on this different values just as
 default, structure, element, position etc. So once you

 have placed the pin you can begin to designate them.
 When you tap on each value, a list of predetermined

 words will be display where you can select the specific
     word for that defect.

 If there's a defect safety you can mark it.

MAIN MENU

 You will find different features
 that goes from a project level
 (first six features), a plan level
 (next 3 features) and a general
 level information (last 5
features).

 They will be represented in
different colors:

Home

Download plan(s) from inbox

Archive (plans or projects)

 Report: Make a report file of
a specific project or plan(s)

Lock /Unlock project
 Share a specific project(s)
or plan(s)

Log defect on a plan

Defect List

Filter

Language

Market

Settings

App information

Sign out

Create a Project

Select a Project
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 Download plans
from inbox

First of all you will have to send plans to your inbox in order to 
download them to your home screen, so you will have to 
send an e-mail to files@obliccappspotmail.com and 
attach your plan in PDF format. You have to write in subject 
your email id account. Once the email has been sent, you will 

recieved the confirmation and you will be able to see it in 
your inbox.

Tap on the plans you want to download to your ipad and add 
to a proyect. Once the plans are downloaded in the inbox you 

can add them to a specific project.
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 To remove any project or plans that you don't
 want to use any more, select the file(s) and
 tap on archive icon. All archived files and
 data will be removed from the device you are
 using but will be available on the server for
 future downloads.

 You can choose to make a report of a project or single plan(s), it's very simple. You
 have to select them (if you select a hole project the select mark of the single plans will
 be desactivated and vice versa). Once you have selected them, tap the report icon.

 Add a plan(s)
to a project

Once you have created a project, 
you would like to add your plans. 
First, select the plans from inbox, 

then, hold down a plan and drag and drop it
to the project you want to add this plan.

It's easy !

REPORT

 Here, you will have to fill all the
 mandatory fields just as date,
 project name, address etc.
 Once you do that, tap done
 and a report file will be
 genereted in orther to send
this by email to your collegues.
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Inbox  server

Lock this File(s)

Unlock this File(s)
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Lock this Project

Unlock this Project

 The lock tool will be useful to you if you want to put a lock in some project
 or plans that you don't want to be modified by someone else that can have
 access to them. You only have to select the files and tap on the lock icon.
 An image of a locked lock will appear on the plans you have selected. The
  only person that can unlocked the files will be the owner.
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Share with a specific person

Share with my team

Enter email ID

Share
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Share with a specific person

Enter email ID

Share

 You can share your files with your team work, contractors etc. Only
 you have to select them, click on the share icon and select with
 whom you want to share it. If is your team the one you choose, the
 files will be automatically share. If it's someone else then you have
 to enter the email ID of that person.

PLAN LEVEL

 You can put as many defects
 as you need in a plan. The
 one that you are working
 with, will be showed with a
 different color so that you
 can have clarity of the one
you are working with.

PLANS

 Save the
defect

 This tools are important to
work with defects Take a

 picture
 Make a

report
Trash CancelCopy

Pin Status...  As you will be working on the defects of your construction, these will be
having a different status. Like this you and your team can see it's evolution.

New defect status Create and edit status Selected pin status Unsynced pin status Contractor working status Fixed pin status Accepted pin status

 Some of the icons will be deactivated depending on the screen you are
working in. (Ex: homescreen, settings screen, working inside a plan, etc.)

 Tapping on the plus icon, the create a project screen will appear. Here, you will have to enter the information
 required, and tap Done to create it. If, once created the project, you want to modify some information in it, only select
 the project desired and if you have the rights to change information, an edit icon will appear instead of the plus icon.
 You will have to tap on the icon to modify the information. If you don't have the right to modify it, you will only be able
   to see the details as information by tapping on the info icon that will be appearing instead of the plus icon.

Edit

MAIN MENU
 The main menu will appear on
 the right side panel of the
screen.

 Here, you will have all the
 tools that you can use to work
 on your plans as well as
 buying and having information
of the application.
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HOME SCREEN
INBOX  SERVER

 Inside the inbox you will
 have all the plans that you can
uopload to the Oblic Cloud.

 All your projects will appear in
the left side panel of the screen.

 All the plans from inbox and
 projects will appear on the
right side panel of the screen.

PROJECTS

PLANS
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Filters...

...Languages

 If you click on the filter icon you can select to see specific
 loaded defects of your work according to the value that you
assigned to them by default, structure, safety etc.

 In each value are the list of predetermined words that you
can select to see your filter defects.

 Once you have selected the values you will want to see the
 specific pin defects, so tap on the filter button and these will
appear in the plan as it is shown.

 To quit the filter pins, you only have to tap reset and all the
  pins that you have loaded in your plan will be shown again.
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 With our feature language,
 you can share your work in
 any language available! You
have to select it and the appli-

 cation as well as your work
 will be send in that language.
 Like this, people of your team,
 contarctors of other countries
 that you are working with, will
 have an easy understanding
 of the work.

With OBLIC...
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Working at a plan level...

List of your pin defects

You will have a list of all the defects you are working with in a specific plan 
or project. You only have to click in the list defect icon and it will be showed. 

Selecting one of the defects, the app will show the specific place where 
the defect is in the plan and you can see a resume of each one on the right 
side panel of the screen. 

You can also mark the status of the defect (Contractor working, fix pin, not 
fixed, accepted or not accepted) so that your team can see how is the 
status of that defect when they are working.

It's important to know that the workflow for the status will always be:
1. If a pin is newly created. It can be edited by architect/ contractor as per permission. Only, "Contractor Work-
ing" status will be activated for this pin.

2. Once, architect changes the status of the pin to "Contractor Working" type. (Orange Pin), the pin is no 
longer editable by architects. Now, only contractor can see the activated status as "fixed/ not fixed".(light 
green colour).

3. Once, contractor selects "fixed/ not fixed" status. it will be only editable by "Architects". The activated state 
for architects will be now "Accept/ reject".

4. When architect "accepts" the pin. It becomes "dark green" in colour.
If architect "rejects" the pin, it again goes to "contractor working" state i.e "orange" pin.
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Project government

Project Test

User Information

User Access Permissions

Manage projects access rights

Remove Architects

Create a defect

Delete own defect

Edit own defect Add Architects

Sara Williams
Charles Chao
Anna Blair

Charles Chao  (charles.ch@oblic.net)

Team Architects

Jason Nisholson
Team Contractors

Project Name
Project A1

Lead Architect

Owner

Lead Contractor

Address

Boulevard Simon Bolivar, No. 1000, Bruxelles

sar.w@oblic.net (Sarah Williams)

nicholson@gmail.com (Jason Nicholson)

Edit

User Access Permissions

Settings...

 Is important to know how does the user access permissions
 works. This, will let you add or remove rights from the persons
 you have on your team.
 When you create a project, you are able to assign rights to the
 persons on your team. Once these are assigned you can go in
 the settings screen to modify them.

 Tap on user access permissions text on the right side panel of
 the screen and the list of projects will be displayed. Once you
 select a project, on the left side of the screen will appear all
 the details of it and you will be able to modify the information if
it's required.

 *Important:
 If you have the right to modify the details of the project,
 an edit icon will appear on the top right side and you
 will be able to make modifications. If not, the details will
  appear just as information that can only be read.

Edit
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michmiller@oblic.net (Michael Miller)

sar.w@oblic.net (Sarah Williams)

nicholson@gmail.com (Jason Nicholson)

Lead Architect

Owner

Lead Contractor

Address

Boulevard Simon Bolivar, No. 1000, Bruxelles

Architects
Team

Contractors

Michael Miller

Sarah Williams

Charles Chao

Anna Blair

michmiller@oblic.net Assign Permissions

Assign Permissions

Assign Permissions

Assign Permissions

Assign Permissions

sar.w@oblic.net

Charles.ch@oblic.net

Annablair@gmail.com

Save

Save

Jason Nicholson nicholson@gmail.com

 If you have the right to edit the details
 of a project, this screen will be shown,
 where you will be able to modify it, just
 don´t forget to save.

It's easy !
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michmiller@oblic.net (Michael Miller)
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Nederlands

Español

Italiano

Deutsch

Français


